
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The landowners _____________________ to protection.1. (pledge)

A battle ___________________ overhead, on a level with the highest
places, in a way that must surely be a surprise even to the pampered
Romans.

2.

(fight)

His logic _____________________ to death.3. (batter)

The last bale of goods _____________________ from the steamer when
they reached the wharf.
4.

(unload)

Shots ___________________ wildly in the darkness, and heads were
popping out of tenement windows on all sides.
5.

(fire)

His life and nature ____________________ through a fiery crucible.6.
(pass)

She didn't even know that she ______________________.7. (evacuate)

He realized that he ____________________.8. (watch)

They must first have created convents, and in those days monasteries
____________________ into barracks.
9.

(turn)

Did she comprehend what was going on, understand how her defences
____________________, grasp the danger to retreat that lay in permitting
him to hover round her?

10.

(sap)

Spinoza noticed that he ________________________ on the streets.11.
(point out)

Just then, as the dessert ___________________, all present heard raps
upon the window of the dining-room on the garden side.
12.

(serve)

His long rifle __________________ for a club.13. (swing)

The body of Anita _________________ ready for burial.14. (make)
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Beatrix was hard and cutting; she felt she ____________________ like a
child.
15.

(manage)

Every here and there small combats of from two to a dozen still raged
upon the open street; here and there a house _____________________, the
defenders throwing out stools and tables on the heads of the assailants.

16.

(besiege)

This set me looking nearer, and I saw that in every cove along the line of
mountains the fog __________________ in higher and higher, as though by
some wind that was inaudible to me.

17.

(pile)

She cried while Timothy _____________________, and they all had
sherry afterward out of the yearly Christmas bottle, which would not be
needed now.

18.

(prepare)

Entire companies _____________________ away as prisoners.19. (march)

Each projectile must needs be caught and crushed individually by beams
of the most prodigious power; and while one ________________________
dozens more were rushing to the attack.

20.

(annihilate)
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